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Thank you to the Medical Library Association for hosting this webinar - Tell your 
research story: visualization, design, & messaging. I want to talk a bit about what I am 
not - I am not a graphic designer or communications specialist or data visualization 
expert. I am, however, a data visualization enthusiast. My career trajectory helps to 
explain that statement. As an undergraduate - I switched my major 5 times - but one 
of those majors was interior design. I took a year of design courses until I switched to, 
and graduated with, a major in women’s studies. Over a decade later as I entered a 
career in public health research, I started to feel uncomfortable with how unprepared 
we were to communicate our research to diverse audiences. I felt like I was one of the 
few advocating for simple summaries and infographics to communicate with a variety 
of stakeholders - a dissemination method I learned from my first research boss and 
mentor. Then 5 years ago, I entered the world of librarianship where I learned that 
data visualization and research dissemination were two passions that I could pursue 
simultaneously.

I spent 3 years taking classes, attending presentations and webinars, and 
participating in workshops. I felt like I was finally able to put together my own spin on 
how to share the information I had learned. This webinar is the culmination of those 
learning experiences.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/
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Learning objectives

By the end of this workshop, you will...

1. Understand the importance of telling the story of data
2. Know six design principles to apply to visualizations
3. Create targeted messages through visualizations
4. Approach data visualizations with ethics and 

accessibility in mind

We have a number of learning objectives to get through today. By the end of this 
workshop, you will understand the importance of telling the story of data, know six 
design principles to apply to visualizations, be able to create targeted messages 
through visualizations, and approach data viz with ethics and accessibility in mind.

We’re going to do a hands-on activity that requires you to have paper and writing 
utensils handy, and you’ll also need a mobile phone to take pics and upload to a 
Google doc. There is a lot of interactivity today using chat - you will spend our 90 
minutes together critiquing visualizations. At the very end, we’ll do a general Q&A.



Introducing the 
good, the bad, 
and the 
mediocre

We’ll start with a few definitions, and introduce you to “good” and “bad” examples of 
data visualizations in various formats. This was an addition made to my presentation 
based on past attendee feedback. I want to say that all visualizations are subjective - 
what I think is good, you might disagree with - and that’s okay. 

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/
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Why data visualization?

Traditional methods of communicating research

● Published research articles
● Conference presentations
● Media features

Traditional methods of communicating research most often occur in published 
research articles, conference presentations, and media outlets. Publications are 
frequently behind a paywall, inaccessible to the public, practitioners, and 
policymakers. Conferences are not attended by those folks either. And while media 
stories about research are accessible, the media outlet can put their own “spin” on the 
story, and - more and more - members of the public don’t trust media or research.

Additionally, disciplinary jargon and technical language is not understandable to 
audiences who don’t specialize in that type of research, nor is it likely an enticing read 
for most.



Why data visualization?

Data visualization allows for

● Identification of patterns within datasets
● Quick comprehension of the point
● Communication of stories and narratives associated with 

research

Data visualizations summarize the important and interesting research findings - 
identifying patterns, enhancing comprehension, and broadening communication for 
big takeaways. These latter points are particularly useful considering the social and 
policy implications of research.



Where to utilize visualizations

● Research posters & presentations

● Infographics

● Executive reports

● Figures for journal articles

There are so many ways for researchers to use visualizations. You can enhance 
research posters and powerpoint presentations, as well as create sophisticated 
figures for published research articles. You can use data visualizations to make 
infographics and executive summaries that communicate information to a broader 
audience, like members of the public and policymakers. In the coming slides, we’ll 
review good, bad, and sometimes mediocre examples of these mediums.



Posters & presentations - bad

Poster visualizations. When you Google bad poster design, this poor kid is all over the 
Internet. His background graphic quite literally swallows any useful data visualizations 
that he has included on his poster.

Image lifted from UC Davis presentation: 
https://urc.ucdavis.edu/sites/g/files/dgvnsk3561/files/local_resources/documents/pdf_
documents/How_To_Make_an_Effective_Poster2.pdf

https://urc.ucdavis.edu/sites/g/files/dgvnsk3561/files/local_resources/documents/pdf_documents/How_To_Make_an_Effective_Poster2.pdf
https://urc.ucdavis.edu/sites/g/files/dgvnsk3561/files/local_resources/documents/pdf_documents/How_To_Make_an_Effective_Poster2.pdf


Posters & presentations - good

What you see here is a scientific research poster on the left, and the results section of 
that poster blown up on the right. Most of the color on this poster is in the results 
section, drawing the viewer’s eye to that area. In addition to color, the creator used 
blocking, highlighting, and bolding to bring attention to important pieces of 
information. I will say that this poster is rather sophisticated.

Images: https://posterfolk.com/archives/586
Found via: https://www.pinterest.at/tzesire/conference-posters-design/ (this is a fun 
Pinterest board of various poster designs)

https://posterfolk.com/archives/586
https://www.pinterest.at/tzesire/conference-posters-design/


Posters & presentations - good

So I wanted to share a design that is a little more accessible. The intro, methods, and 
results are on the left, and the tables and supporting charts are on the right. The 
center is reserved for a one-sentence takeaway message. This poster style is 
controversial, believe it or not, so perhaps you might put this in the “mediocre” 
category instead - and that’s okay.

Image captured as still shot from: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=1RwJbhkCA58&feature=emb_lo
go

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=1RwJbhkCA58&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=1RwJbhkCA58&feature=emb_logo


Infographics - bad

Infographic visualizations. This infographic digital figure is 243% baby boomer. 
Obviously, whatever survey they used was a “select all that apply” - which is fine. 
However, this figure is not representative of that data collection. They tried to fit these 
values into a “whole person” - or 100%. It’s also curious that there is text to 
accompany only 2 values - and they seem as if they were chosen at random since 
they are not the lowest or highest percentages.

Source & Image: https://viz.wtf/post/59697293967/hes-243-baby-boomer

https://viz.wtf/post/59697293967/hes-243-baby-boomer


Infographics - good

These screenshots are part of an infographic on The Mayo Clinic website. They use 
the analogy of a house to explain how the human heart works, which is easy to 
comprehend. A few things that stuck out to me about this infographic was the 
consistent color palette and use of color, line weight, and font size to draw the reader 
through the graphic. And even though there’s a lot of text and few images, the 
infographic is not overwhelming and successfully gets the message across.

Source & Image: 
https://ahamediagroup.com/blog/2019/04/5-examples-health-infographic-done-right/

https://ahamediagroup.com/blog/2019/04/5-examples-health-infographic-done-right/


Reports - bad

Report visualizations. The process of reporting, and the creation of summaries and 
reports, requires that you quickly communicate your point to your audience. This 
graphic, while accurate, is not one that can be quickly interpreted. This was actually 
created for a book, but the author uses it on their website as an example of clearly 
communicating COVID-19 data across geographic location.

Source & Image: http://www.dannydorling.org/?p=7758

http://www.dannydorling.org/?p=7758


Reports - good

The CDC, on the other hand, uses this graphic on their website to quickly summarize 
the most recent COVID-19 data across geographic location. The former slide required 
about 3 minutes of time for me to interpret, while this took less than 30 seconds.

Source & Image: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/data-visualization.htm

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/data-visualization.htm


Manuscript figures - bad

Visualizations for manuscripts. Manuscript figures are perhaps the most difficult 
because - in most cases - we can assume that the audience has a depth of 
understanding of our data. Still, that is no excuse for bad data visualization. Here we 
have seven series of samples that are equally important, and we would like to show 
them all in order to visually compare them. All the curves cover each other and the 
different colors do not help to distinguish them. The legend box overlaps part of the 
graphic, making it impossible to check if there is any interesting information in this 
area. There are far too many ticks: x labels overlap each other, making them 
unreadable, and the three-digit precision does not seem to carry any significant 
information. Finally, the grid does not help because it is not aligned with the signal, 
which can be considered discrete given the small number of sample points. The 
authors who critiqued this figure (link in speaker notes) point out that much of this 
figure was designed by the default settings of the software. They warn against trusting 
default settings for creating visualizations.

Source & Image: 
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003833

https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003833


Manuscript figures - good

This is the same data as the previous slide. The series have been split into seven 
plots, each of them showing one series, while other series are drawn very lightly 
behind the main one. Series labels have been put on the left of each plot, avoiding the 
use of colors and a legend box. The number of x ticks has been reduced to three, and 
a thin line indicates these three values for all plots. Finally, y ticks have been 
completely removed and the height of the gray background boxes indicate the [−1,+1] 
range, but this final point needs to be explained in the text of the article.

Source & Image: 
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003833

https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003833


Activity #1 - Sketch out a 
visualization

Choose a project you are currently 
working on where you need to 
communicate in a data-driven way.

Before we dive into the learning objectives, we’re going to do an activity together. Get 
out your paper and writing utensils, and think of a project you are currently working on 
or imagine yourself working on - and how you might communicate to an audience 
about that project.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/

https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/


Activity #1 - Sketch out a 
visualization

● Who is your audience?
● What is your overall message to 

your audience?
● What is one critical takeaway, 

your “big idea”?

Consider who your audience is, what your overall message is to that audience, and 
one critical message that you need them to know or do something about.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/

https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/


Activity #1 - Sketch out a 
visualization
Create a storyboard for your takeaway
● What components will help your audience 

understand the situation and convince them to act?
● What is the best order of content?
● Where will you incorporate data? Will you lead with 

the action needed, or lead up to it?

Now sketch out any type of visualization you want, to communicate a message to 
your audience regarding your project. Remember that many visualizations contain 
text - maybe your message needs a lot of text, or maybe it can rely heavier on images 
and data. You might try a storyboard method - imagine sketching a series of post-it 
notes that relays your message. Think about the components needed to help your 
audience understand or act on your message. What might be the best order of the 
content? How does the data get incorporated into your sketch? Work quickly and try 
not to overthink the process at this point. I’ll give you 1 minute, starting now.

[time 1 minute]

We’ll come back to this activity at the end of the workshop.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/
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Telling the 
Story of Data

The lecture portion today starts with telling the story of data.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/
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Explanatory Vis: Telling the story of data

"Stories are remembered up to 22 times more than facts 
alone." 

- Jennifer Aaker, Stanford marketing professor

We’re going to talk about explanatory data visualization - where we have a specific 
idea from our data that we want to convey - rather than exploratory data visualization 
- where we use visualizations for the analysis. This quote is from Harnessing the 
Power of Stories by Jennifer Aaker, a Stanford marketing professor. She says that if 
you share a story, people are more likely to be persuaded. And when data and story 
are used together, audiences are moved both intellectually and emotionally.

Source: https://womensleadership.stanford.edu/stories 

https://womensleadership.stanford.edu/stories


A story’s plot diagram

All stories have a beginning, middle, and end. You start with an exposition which is 
the setting or context. Then a conflict is introduced, and that tension rises to a climax. 
From there the action in the story decreases, coming to a final resolution. 

Image: https://www.storyboardthat.com/articles/e/plot-diagram

https://www.storyboardthat.com/articles/e/plot-diagram


A data story’s plot diagram

X Y

A
B

C

Intervention/
Programming

Recommendations

In terms of data, think of it this way: ”x is bad because of y and especially in the areas 
a, b and c. And here’s what to do about it.” Telling a story like this with research data 
is possible, the depth of which will depend on your medium, such as 1) a series of 
slides versus 2) a manuscript embedded in an article versus 3) a simple infographic.

Image: https://www.storyboardthat.com/articles/e/plot-diagram

https://www.storyboardthat.com/articles/e/plot-diagram


Steps to telling a data story

1. Tease the story from your data

2. Know what you want to say with your data

3. Know what your audience needs to know

4. Sketch and storyboard

There a 4 steps to move from data to story and visualization. First, tease the story 
from your data - complete your analysis and step back to look at the data. What is the 
story that your data is telling? Number 2 is the most important step - know what you 
want to say about your data - what moves you, surprises you, what’s interesting. This 
point needs to be very clearly developed. Third, know what about the data is most 
critical to your audience. Is that point at odds with what you think is important, and 
how will you reconcile those differences? And lastly, sketch and storyboard your ideas 
for telling that data story. Use your hands, work fast, make lots of mistakes, and enjoy 
that creative process. This is also a good time to experiment with chart types.



Sketch & Storyboard

Partnership with Scott 
County on Automated 
Vehicles

What precedents exist?

I want to put emphasis on the sketch and storyboard step. You know from our initial 
activity that this is not always comfortable, and our first draft will likely not be the final 
draft. I’ll share an example from my own experience. I took a public affairs class on 
land use planning because data visualization was a core part of the course. I was 
partnered with 3 other students, and we partnered with Scott County to propose city 
planning for a future of automated vehicles. We did all the necessary background 
research and put together a story to convey that research to Scott County. We did this 
with a poster series - so we were afforded a lot of space and canvas - so to speak. 
The sketch here was toward the beginning of the poster series and was intended to 
share precedents - or existing examples. I think it’s obvious that this was our first 
sketch on our first day.



Sketch & Storyboard

Partnership with Scott 
County on Automated 
Vehicles

What precedents exist?

While data visualization experts stress the importance of drawing and working with 
your hands, for this course we had to use InDesign. This was our first InDesign 
version of the precedents poster. As you can see, we chose a terrible color scheme, 
but there were many other issues with this version like unnecessary “filler” graphics.



Sketch & Storyboard

Partnership with Scott 
County on Automated 
Vehicles

What precedents exist?

And this one was a couple versions later. We came a long way from that original 
sketch, changing content, focus, color scheme, layout, and design.



Sketch & Storyboard

Partnership with Scott 
County on Automated 
Vehicles

What precedents exist?

And here is the final version. In my eyes, this is much more sophisticated than any of 
the 8 designs we mocked up before this. It was an intense and often frustrating 
experience, but having to keep pushing the boundary and imagine new ways of 
displaying information was an invaluable experience. Telling a story with data 
demands an iterative process. You won’t get it right the first time - so it’s important to 
get comfortable with critiquing and drastically altering your process.



A data story’s plot diagram

X Y

A
B

C

Intervention/
Programming

Recommendations

Let’s return to this slide for a moment. I mentioned that it’s possible to tell the story of 
data in one graphic or chart. But how? That sounds impossible.

Image: https://www.storyboardthat.com/articles/e/plot-diagram
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1. Start with the raw data

Luckily, there are very smart people out there who have guidelines for us to follow. I 
found this example on a blog post by Bruce Gabrielle, a business visualization expert. 
He advises that our first step should be to start with the raw data. This example shows 
the population density by city size in both developed and developing countries. 
What’s the story being told here? Is there a story? Put your thoughts in the chat.

Image & content: http://speakingppt.com/3-steps-to-turn-a-graph-into-a-story/

http://speakingppt.com/3-steps-to-turn-a-graph-into-a-story/


2.  Name & highlight the meaning

It’s possible you couldn’t see the story in the previous graph. That’s because the data 
is dead. It’s just numbers. In order for it to come alive, it has to have some meaning to 
the audience. And especially, meaning that leads to an emotional reaction. 

We see that cities are more densely packed in developing countries than developed 
countries. And even the smallest city in a developing nation is more crowded than the 
largest cities in a developed nation. So we might focus on the problem of 
overcrowding in developing countries. To bring out the meaning, you can:

● Write the conclusion as the graph title - Mr. Gabrielle has chosen one simple 
word as the main title: overcrowding. Then he uses a longer subtitle to add 
context and emotion to the graph: “It’s harder to find some alone time in 
developing countries, where small cities are nearly as crowded as large cities, 
and much more crowded than even the largest cities in developed countries.”

● Use a graph that clearly demonstrates the comparison between developing 
and developed countries. Mr. Gabrielle suggests two column charts next to 
each other to highlight the overall difference between countries, not by city 
size

● Finally, choose colors that have meaning. Mr Gabrielle’s blog explains…”The 
original graph uses red and green, which are both Christmas colors and 
suggest negative and positive values. I’m going to instead use a sooty gray for 
the developing countries, to suggest the filth associated with crowded living 
conditions, and a bright blue for developed countries to convey a sense of 
cleanliness and openness.” End quote.



I would like to add my own opinion about these visualizations. I find his use of the 
terms developed, developing, filth, and cleanliness to be not only distracting, but 
offensive. These colonialist terms do not reflect the story he is trying to convey - 
which, I think, is one of compassion. There are better terms for developing nations - 
such as low and middle income countries. And I actually like the black and blue color 
choice, but not because they represent dirty or clean, but because the blue draws 
your eye to it - and so I would actually switch them and assign the blue to the graph 
showing population in low and middle income countries, because theirs is the story 
we want to highlight. One more critique is that he doesn’t mention that red/green 
contrast is the worst possible color combination for most color blind folks.

So there are two additional takeaways from this slide: 1) when telling a story, be 
careful with language, terminology, and tone, and 2) it’s okay to critique the 
visualizations of others, even experts. Visualizations are subjective.

Image & content: http://speakingppt.com/3-steps-to-turn-a-graph-into-a-story/

http://speakingppt.com/3-steps-to-turn-a-graph-into-a-story/


3.  Stories are people, places, and things

Mr. Gabrielle makes a third recommendation in his blog post, and this I think is 
powerful. He emphasizes that graphs are abstract - they are shapes and lines to 
which we assign meaning. Stories, though, are concrete, and they are about people, 
places, and things. Therefore - when possible - include pictures and narratives that 
help to convey the emotion you want the audience to feel. For example, you might 
show this picture on the left in a presentation and ask the audience what types of 
consequences come from heavily populated cities - they might talk about noise or 
traffic pollution, waste management challenges, food insecurity, and transportation 
injuries. After you encourage them to brainstorm, you present them with your graphed 
data. Then they are absorbing the numbers, while also having formed their own 
stories about overcrowding.

Image & content: http://speakingppt.com/3-steps-to-turn-a-graph-into-a-story/ 

http://speakingppt.com/3-steps-to-turn-a-graph-into-a-story/


Explore different ways to visualize imagery and tell stories based on the time and 
space you have. Here I have combined the images, using the overcrowding photo as 
the background for the graph.



“Population 
growth and 
development 
place additional 
stress on the 
nation’s water 
infrastructure.”

Maybe add a quote from an interview alongside your graph. 



“Population growth and development place 
additional stress on the nation’s water 
infrastructure.”

Explore how placement and color changes the focus and readability of the text.



Basic Design 
Principles

After defining the message you want to convey with your data and sketching out a few 
possibilities, you are closer to creating a data visualization, but first you need to know 
a few basic design principles.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/
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Preattentive attributes

Preattentive attributes are cues that our brain processes without having to think about 
them. It takes less than 500 milliseconds for the eye and the brain to process a 
preattentive attribute. These properties can be harnessed to make it easier for a user 
to understand what is presented through design and save them from consciously 
processing all the data presented. I’ll cover just a few in detail over the next few slides 
as they are frequently used in data visualizations.

Image: 
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/11uk8fo/UMN_ALMA51793665620001701 - pg 
85

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/11uk8fo/UMN_ALMA51793665620001701


Blank space

Space is a design element that highlights contrast. Consider using blank space in lieu 
of bolding, highlighting, arrows, circling, and exclamation points. These are all “noise” 
compared to blank space. And blank space doesn’t have to be white space, it just 
means space. 

When I tell you to spot a red balloon in this photo, your eyes move all over, and you 
might even start to question whether the red balloons you see are actually fuschia or 
bright orange.

Image: 
https://www.factorydirectparty.com/party-supplies/balloons/solid-color-latex-balloons.h
tml

https://www.factorydirectparty.com/party-supplies/balloons/solid-color-latex-balloons.html
https://www.factorydirectparty.com/party-supplies/balloons/solid-color-latex-balloons.html


Blank space

In this photo, we clearly see a red balloon, but it still remains distracting as we can 
see it sitting on a table where there is a lot of reflection. And the background is a little 
grayish.

Image: https://musartboutique.com/product-category/balloon-dogs/

https://musartboutique.com/product-category/balloon-dogs/


Blank space

While this image is clearly the most impactful red balloon.

Image: https://vocal.media/families/red-balloon

https://vocal.media/families/red-balloon


Spatial positioning

You can also arrange objects and shapes to communicate meaning. Spatial 
positioning can indicate hierarchy, relationship, sequence, and anomalies. This simple 
graphic is using proximity and similarity to convey meaning. We clearly see that the 
yellow circles are related, while the blue triangle is some sort of outlier.



Spatial positioning

Tell me what you think the relationship is between these dots? (Throw your thoughts 
into the chat.)



Spatial positioning

Spatial positioning can be visually manipulated using different techniques. Based on 
the previous slide, we have no idea what the relationship is between the dots, but with 
the preattentive attributes added here we clearly see that the two dots on the left have 
a connection, and the 3 dots on the right are boxed together for some reason. Lines 
are powerful - they demonstrate the principles of connection and enclosure. 



Scale & size

Related to spatial positioning is scale and size. You can draw the viewer in using a 
multitude of these strategies. When it comes to spatial positioning, scale, and size, an 
important takeaway is to be consistent with the style of graphics that you use. Utilizing 
a tool like SmartArt can simplify that process for you.

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/create-a-smartart-graphic-fac94c93-500b-4a0a-97af-124040594842


Color

The next design principle is color. Color has meaning - use it to communicate, not to 
decorate. With color, you can call attention to a particular point or finding, 
demonstrate amount or severity, or show progress or change over time.

This entire slide is a color nightmare - let’s start picking it apart together. What bothers 
you about the colors in this slide? (Put your thoughts into the chat.)

Possible answers: Background color is distracting. Not enough contrast between title 
and background colors. The choice of colors in the left bar chart don’t “match” the 
fruit. The use of a rainbow color palette is not recommended.

Image: 
https://medium.com/plotly/how-to-analyze-data-6-useful-ways-to-use-color-in-graphs-
6ada49fdd891

https://medium.com/plotly/how-to-analyze-data-6-useful-ways-to-use-color-in-graphs-6ada49fdd891
https://medium.com/plotly/how-to-analyze-data-6-useful-ways-to-use-color-in-graphs-6ada49fdd891


Color

This chart is an improvement from the last in its use of color. There is a consistent 
color palette, with the use of an ombre effect to indicate mean runtime. It’s okay.

Image: 
https://docs.mongodb.com/charts/master/chart-type-reference/column-bar-chart/

https://docs.mongodb.com/charts/master/chart-type-reference/column-bar-chart/


Color

This last chart is perhaps the most effective in terms of color. The creators want you 
to notice when the bar extends past the threshold line that they’ve drawn for each, so 
all bars are gray until they pass that threshold, where they turn red.

Image: https://redheadedstepdata.io/color-the-tips/

https://redheadedstepdata.io/color-the-tips/


Color

Canva Color
Colours in Cultures
Color Oracle

There are special considerations when choosing colors. Think beyond Western points 
of view. Consult Colours in Cultures by Information is Beautiful to learn what colors 
emote in other countries. Also, assume that at least one person in your audience is 
color blind. Consult Color Oracle by Bernie Jenny & Nathaniel Vaughn Kelso. The 
color wheel featured here is a tool to help you choose color combos. (Demonstration.)

Also, limit the number of colors you use. Experts recommend a maximum of 5 - 8. 

https://www.canva.com/colors/color-wheel/
https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/colours-in-cultures/
https://colororacle.org/index.html
https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/colours-in-cultures/
https://colororacle.org/index.html
https://www.canva.com/colors/color-wheel/


Color in maps

My personal pet peeve about color in visualizations is when you can’t tell the 
difference between colors in a map. Even in the legend, I can barely distinguish 
between the two oranges and two reds. This challenge is worsened when I actually 
look at the map itself.

Image: I unfortunately saved this image a long time ago and can no longer locate the 
source. Apologies.



Color in maps

ColorBrewer
Color in Map Design

This map, on the other hand, has a similar color scheme but is easier to read. Even 
though there are 7 shades, I can distinguish between the categories pretty well. So I 
consulted our map librarian, Melinda Kernik, and got her advice about this. She 
recommends two resources: ColorBrewer is a color selector that allows for indicating 
how many categories you have and type of data you’re working with. It also has a 
section where you can filter the color schemes to only show those that are color-blind 
safe. Second, Color in Map Design by CARTO covers issues related to color contrast 
and perception of color, although there are also some sections very specific to using 
their mapping platform.

Image: https://ourworldindata.org/carbon-footprint-flying

https://colorbrewer2.org/
https://carto.com/help/tutorials/color-in-map-design-part-1/
https://colorbrewer2.org/
https://carto.com/help/tutorials/color-in-map-design-part-1/
https://ourworldindata.org/carbon-footprint-flying


Typography

Serif

or

Sans Serif

Lastly, we’ll examine typography. While not a preattentive attribute, you can apply 
principles like line width, size, and color to typeface as well. You can use typography 
to enhance and expand the design space of data visualization.

On this slide we consider whether to serif or sans serif. Serif has “hooks” and sans 
serif does not. Sans serif is easier for most people to read. Popular styles are 
Verdana, Arial, Calibri, and Helvetica.



Typography

Sentence Case is Easier for People to Read

Sentence case is easier for people to read

Practically speaking, the most common data visualization used by researchers will 
probably be some sort of graph, with a legend and labels and a title. When 
incorporating a title, keep in mind that sentence case, the 2nd example on this slide, 
is easier for people to read. When a title is written with a capital letter for each word, 
the eye pauses with each capital encountered.



Typography

Don’t use multiple styles.

Don’t use stylized typeface.

Don’t underline.

Don’t italicize.

DON’T USE ALL-CAPS.

Don’t full - justify.

There are many “do nots” when it comes to selecting a typeface. Don’t use multiple 
styles. Don’t use stylized typeface. Don’t underline. Can you guess why that’s off 
limits? (Throw your guess into the chat.) Don’t italicize. Don’t use shadows or special 
effects. Don’t use all caps. And don’t full-justify. All of these make the reader have to 
“work” to process the words.



Typography

The 19th Annual Lake Harriet Winter Kite Festival will take 
place on the north end of Lake Harriet near the Lake Harriet 
Band Shell. Kites of all shapes, sizes, colors and themes will 
fly over frozen Lake Harriet. On Saturday, January 25, from 
12-4 pm, Minnesota Kite Society experts will demonstrate 
their skills maneuvering spectacular kites throughout the day, 
and offer their expertise to kite flying enthusiasts and to those 
who are new to the pastime. 

Consider this message. What is an important piece of information within the 
message? (Throw your answer into the chat.)



Typography

The 19th Annual Lake Harriet Winter Kite Festival will take 
place on the north end of Lake Harriet near the Lake Harriet 
Band Shell. Kites of all shapes, sizes, colors and themes will 
fly over frozen Lake Harriet. On Saturday, January 25, 
from 12-4 pm, Minnesota Kite Society experts will 
demonstrate their skills maneuvering spectacular kites 
throughout the day, and offer their expertise to kite flying 
enthusiasts and to those who are new to the pastime. 

We use text to convey a message AND show importance. Use color, line weight, 
and/or size to show emphasis. Always use more than one effect at a time.



Targeted 
Messaging

So far we’ve covered thinking about how to convert your data into a story and basic 
design principles. Now we’ll turn our attention to targeted messaging. This is 
especially important in data visualization and directly related to storytelling.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/

https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/


Know Your Audience

Targeted messaging requires that you know your audience well.



✓ List potential 
members of 
your 
audience

✓ Identify if 
there is a 
primary 
stakeholder

✓ Write down 
what your 
audience 
cares about

✓ Write down 
what action 
you want 
them to take

List the potential members of your audience. Avoid overgeneralizing, such as defining 
your audience as “colleagues” or “the public.” Is there one primary stakeholder that 
you can hone in on? Write down what your audience cares about. Do your research 
on them - what motivates them? And write down what action you want them to take or 
what you want them to learn.

For example, when I was doing this exercise in a data visualization class, I was 
hoping to convey a message to the School of Public Health (who are the patrons I 
work with). But when asked to focus on one person, I chose the dean of the school - 
because if I could convince him, then the rest of the School would follow.

Image: https://paper.domtar.com/gallery/paper-dolls-of-unusual-kind/

https://paper.domtar.com/gallery/paper-dolls-of-unusual-kind/


And then I ask you to dig a little deeper. After you’ve identified your intended 
audience, can you imagine an unintended audience who might receive your 
message? What would they need or want to know? 

Will your visualization empower the audience? Consider anti-oppression practices 
and messages - are there gaps in information or missing narratives that the audience 
needs?

Image: https://www.conservationmagazine.org/2008/07/dig-deeper/ 

https://www.conservationmagazine.org/2008/07/dig-deeper/


Form One Clear Takeaway

Identify one clear takeaway message. You might start with a paragraph, but 
eventually you should distill that down to one sentence. Avoid disciplinary jargon, 
even when presenting to peers. And then START your visualization with this takeaway 
in the forefront of your mind. 



Something to consider is the risks and benefits of your audience acting or not acting 
on that takeaway message. Framing your message in terms of a risk or benefit could 
sway your audience in one direction or another - will they respond better to the carrot 
or the stick?

Ultimately, your takeaway should:
1. Articulate your point 
2. Convey what’s at stake
3. Be a complete and single sentence

Image: 
https://www.dsru.org/product/risk-benefit-assessment-in-pharmacovigilance-course/

https://www.dsru.org/product/risk-benefit-assessment-in-pharmacovigilance-course/


Conclusion

• Minnesotans placed a high value on the ability to access health 
information online and used it for a variety of purposes.

• A high percentage of participants perceived that they had the 
knowledge, skills, and confidence to navigate online health 
information (Table 2), yet a high percentage were also unsure 
about proven quality indicators (Figure 1). Future research could 
focus on the potential harmful effects of this gap.

• 19% of our participants were healthcare providers, likely skewing our 
results – we would expect that a different sample would have less 
knowledge, confidence, and navigational skills than this population.

As I was learning about data visualization, I decided to practice by taking some of my 
old visualizations and applying the new tactics I learned. This is from a poster I 
presented at MLA in 2017. The conclusion section, as you can see, is pretty 
consistent with all conclusion sections of all presentation posters. I have a lot of points 
I want to make and trust that the audience will read them, which is a mistake.



Future research should focus on the potential 
harmful effects of low participant knowledge of 
how to evaluate website quality paired with a 
high perception that they had the knowledge, 
skills, and confidence to navigate online health 
information.

So I revamped that poster and centralized my conclusion in the middle of the poster - 
distilling it down to one main, action-based takeaway. This one sentence contains the 
most crucial takeaways from the 3 bullet points on the previous slide. [review the 
content of both slides]



Choose an Effective Visual

It’s critical to choose a visual that best imparts your takeaway. Depending on your 
audience, this might be text, a table, or a sophisticated graph with related text to 
accompany that graph.



The Data Visualisation Catalogue

There are wonderful tools to help you choose the right chart. The Data Visualisation 
Catalogue is an interactive website that can help you choose. Let’s click this link and 
take a look together.

Source & Images: https://datavizcatalogue.com/

https://datavizcatalogue.com/
https://datavizcatalogue.com/


Choosing text over chart?

In selecting a visual, don’t always assume that a graph or chart is the best mode. 
What gets your takeaway across more effectively here? (In the chat, let me know if 
you prefer the visual on the left or right.) 

The graphic on the left takes much longer to process than the simple text on the right. 
The text on the right uses size and color to quickly convey the message to the 
audience.

Source & Image: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/book/downloads

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/book/downloads


Choosing an appropriate chart

This graphic is more complicated than the story it illustrates. The author describes a 
simple scenario in which an investor divides his investments into stocks, bonds and cash. 
After a stock crash, the value of the portfolio declines. In this example, the pie chart is 
more complicated than the data itself. As readers, we attempt to interpret the pie 
percentage as well as the volume of the slices. In this visual, the volume of the bonds 
slice - which is tan - appears as if it goes up after the market correction. 

Source & Image: https://junkcharts.typepad.com/

https://junkcharts.typepad.com/


Choosing an appropriate chart

This slopegraph shows the same data - clearly the only thing that drives the change is the 
drop in stock prices.

Source & Image: https://junkcharts.typepad.com/

https://junkcharts.typepad.com/


Adapt for the Medium

Part II of choosing an effective visual as part of delivering your takeaway message, is 
adapting that visual for the medium through which you will communicate with your 
audience - be that a journal article figure, slide show, etc.



Adapt the figure to support the medium

These two figures represent the same simulation of the trajectories of a dual-particle 
system, where each particle interacts with the other. The left figure has been prepared 
for a journal article where the reader is free to look at every detail. The red color has 
been used consistently to indicate both initial conditions (red dots in the zoomed 
panel) and trajectories (red lines). Line transparency has been increased in order to 
highlight regions where trajectories overlap (high color density). 

The right figure has been prepared for an oral presentation. Many details have been 
removed (reduced number of trajectories, no overlapping trajectories, reduced 
number of ticks, bigger axis and tick labels, no title, thicker lines) because the 
time-limited display of this figure would not allow for the audience to scrutinize every 
detail. Furthermore, since the figure will be described during the oral presentation, 
some parts have been modified to make them easier to reference (e.g., the yellow 
box, the red dashed line).

Source & Image: 
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003833 (article 
on creating successful figures for manuscripts)

https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1003833


Declutter

Finally, we focus on decluttering our message.



Edit
Cut

Slash
...to pass the
Five Second Test

In the beginning of the presentation, I talked about the poster series I had to create on 
autonomous vehicles. I was the only researcher in my student group, and I was the 
worst group member when it came to decluttering and editing the information we 
included. I found it very difficult to “let go” of aspects of the research process that I felt 
were important for the audience to know. I was very fortunate to be teamed up with a 
graphic designer who had no problem letting me know that “nobody wants to read 
that.” He stressed the importance of creating a visualization that - at a glance - can be 
understood by the audience. Indeed, I’ve learned on my data visualization journey 
that your visualization should pass the “5 second test.” How much can your audience 
retain in 5 seconds?

Image: https://fivesecondtest.com/

https://fivesecondtest.com/
https://fivesecondtest.com/
https://fivesecondtest.com/


Ethics & 
Accessibility

It is critical that you keep ethics and accessibility in mind as you design. This is the 
last section of the lecture.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/

https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/


A data visualization Hippocratic oath

“I shall not use visualization to intentionally hide or confuse the 
truth which it is intended to portray. I will respect the great power 
visualization has in garnering wisdom and misleading the 
uninformed. I accept this responsibility willfully and without 
reservation, and promise to defend this oath against all enemies, 
both domestic and foreign.” 

- Jason Moore of the Air Force Research Lab as quoted during a 
presentation at the 2011 VisWeek conference

There is an unofficial Hippocratic oath for data visualization. I shall not use 
visualization to intentionally hide or confuse the truth which it is intended to portray. I 
will respect the great power visualization has in garnering wisdom and misleading 
the uninformed. I accept this responsibility willfully and without reservation, and 
promise to defend this oath against all enemies, both domestic and foreign.

Source: A Reader on Data Visualization

https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/


Importance of ethics in data visualization 

Alberto Cairo

Website / blog

Free graphics

How charts lie book

A good amount of the ethics section of my presentation comes from A Reader on 
Data Visualization, chapter 5. I deeply appreciate the introduction to the chapter which 
highlights the work of Alberto Cairo. Here is the introductory paragraph:

“Alberto Cairo illustrates the importance of ethics in his infographics. He sees data 
visualization as harmonization of journalism and engineering. From these two 
disciplines, he takes the journalist ethos of truth-telling and combines this with an 
engineering focus on efficacy and efficiency. The result is a data visualization that 
contains accurate and relevant information which is precisely and concisely 
conveyed. Cairo explains that as a “rule utilitarian,” he believes it is “morally right” to 
create graphics in this way... In short, the responsibility of an ethical data visualizer is 
to create the most good while doing the least harm. As such, conveying honest and 
relevant information increases a person’s understanding, and increased 
understanding and knowledge positively correlates with personal well-being.”

http://www.thefunctionalart.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/d1kb0jdrhkb43j9/AADxkhuDZVUJa-zsEP7WkiFYa?dl=0
https://bookshop.org/books/how-charts-lie-getting-smarter-about-visual-information/9780393358421
https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/
https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/


Ethics - visibility

To make the invisible visible

● Visualize hidden labor
● Visualize hidden uncertainty
● Visualize hidden impacts

There are 3 data viz ethics principles that we’ll talk about - the first of which is 
visibility. Are there hidden aspects of your data that should be brought to light? Think 
about a survey of human participants as an example, are there marginalized voices 
that are not often represented, but should be? Think about hidden labor or hidden 
impacts. Also, was there any uncertainty in your findings (e.g., negative results) that 
should be examined closely for hidden narratives.

Source: A Reader on Data Visualization

https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/


Ethics - privacy

To collect data with empathy

● Encourage small data
● Anthropomorphize data
● Obfuscate data to protect privacy

The second principle is privacy - present data that protects participants, while 
maintaining their humanness and amplifying marginalized voices. We do this by 
encouraging small data. Small data is the opposite of big data - these are the 
categories we often collapse to protect participant identities. So this presents us with 
a challenge - we need to think about new ways to present & visualize small data that 
still honors participants’ privacy. We should also think about ways to bring the 
humanness into data. One possible solution is to obfuscate data - change it in a way 
that protects participants. One common example of this is replacement of certain 
nouns in transcripts - like using pseudonyms or broadening geographic locations.

Source: A Reader on Data Visualization

https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/


Ethics - power

To challenge structures of power

● Support data due process
● Act as data advocates
● Pressure unethical analytical behavior

Power is the third principle of data ethics - consider the power you hold as the 
presenter of data and respond responsibly. Utilize the unofficial Hippocratic oath for 
data visualization, and be an advocate for truthful data.

Source: A Reader on Data Visualization

https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/


Ethics & racism
How not to visualize like a racist

Those last few ethics slides mention power, privilege, and marginalized voices. Data, 
statistics, and visualizations can be manipulated to harm others. As stewards of data 
and design, we have a responsibility to “find meaning beyond your current 
understanding, and bring inclusive answers to light.” I want to show you a few 
examples of this from a webpage called How not to visualize like a racist.

Quote: from Datassist
Linked website: How not to visualize like a racist

https://idatassist.com/how-not-to-visualize-like-a-racist/
https://idatassist.com/how-not-to-visualize-like-a-racist/
https://idatassist.com/
https://idatassist.com/how-not-to-visualize-like-a-racist/


Ethics & racism

This is another great example. These are two maps displaying census data of people 
living below the poverty level in Mississippi - the map on the left is men and the map 
on the right is women. Light shading is less poverty, dark shading is more poverty. 
The small print under the title just says “Estimate; income in the last 12 months below 
poverty level.” At a glance, what disparities do you think might exist here? (Put your 
thoughts into the chat.)

Image & content: 
https://mappinginjustice.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2019/11/S6.3-Koli_Unprivilegi
ngTheMap_MIJ2019.pdf
Data: 
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-povert
y-thresholds.html 
Example idea: https://visualizingthefuture.github.io/ 

https://mappinginjustice.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2019/11/S6.3-Koli_UnprivilegingTheMap_MIJ2019.pdf
https://mappinginjustice.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2019/11/S6.3-Koli_UnprivilegingTheMap_MIJ2019.pdf
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-thresholds.html
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-thresholds.html
https://visualizingthefuture.github.io/


Ethics & racism

This is the same data stratified by gender AND race. Now what disparities do you 
think exist? (Put your thoughts in the chat.)

The ethical takeaway is that data is not neutral - not even quantitative data - 
quantitative data is not objective or free of bias. And this is because humans collect, 
analyze, and present data. The four images on this slide tell a story that the previous 
slide did not, and it’s the same underlying data. So always ask yourself: What are we 
emphasizing? What values are we espousing? What are we eliminating in the story 
we tell?

Intersectionality - a legal concept coined by Professor Kimberlé Crenshaw 30 years 
ago - has recently risen to the mainstream. The concept describes how race, class, 
gender, and other characteristics “intersect” with one another. This intersection should 
be considered when analyzing and presenting data.

Image & content: 
https://mappinginjustice.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2019/11/S6.3-Koli_Unprivilegi
ngTheMap_MIJ2019.pdf
Data: 
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-povert
y-thresholds.html 

https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/5/20/18542843/intersectionality-conservatism-law-race-gender-discrimination
https://mappinginjustice.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2019/11/S6.3-Koli_UnprivilegingTheMap_MIJ2019.pdf
https://mappinginjustice.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2019/11/S6.3-Koli_UnprivilegingTheMap_MIJ2019.pdf
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-thresholds.html
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/income-poverty/historical-poverty-thresholds.html


Example idea: https://visualizingthefuture.github.io/ 

https://visualizingthefuture.github.io/


Ethics - best practices

Compare apples to apples

Let’s continue our ethics conversation with 3 simple best practices you can follow to 
ensure ethical data visualization that address common missteps. One, compare 
apples to apples. Here we see ice cream sales compared to murders - a correlation, 
we know, is highly unlikely. Summer months, I imagine, are the confounding factor 
here.

Source: A Reader on Data Visualization

https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/


Ethics - best practices

Compare apples to apples

Here is another example of the dangers of comparing data without knowledge of 
correlation or relationship (i.e., no statistics have been performed). Here we see that 
charting Nicolas Cage films on top of the number of people who drowned by falling 
into a pool appears to be significant in some way. But we know this is not possible. 

Source: https://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations 

https://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations


Ethics - best practices

Accurate axis dimensions

Two, portray accurate axis dimensions. By shortening or lengthening the x and y axis, 
a chart can mislead the audience about the severity of a change in data. Here we see 
the exact same data presented, with the axes stretched in either direction, greatly 
altering the visual takeaway.

Source: A Reader on Data Visualization

https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/


Ethics - best practices
Accurate axis dimensions

Another axis issue is not beginning the axes at zero. The image on the left is from a 
German company touting their high labor motivation and long work hours. However, 
when the same data is presented with an axis that starts at zero - on the right - we 
can see that the comparison is not as drastic as it appears on the left.

I do want to mention that there are scenarios where it’s appropriate to not begin an 
axis at zero.

Source: https://www.callingbullshit.org/tools/tools_misleading_axes.html and 
https://gravyanecdote.com/uncategorized/mythbusters-should-you-start-your-axes-at-
zero/ 

https://www.callingbullshit.org/tools/tools_misleading_axes.html
https://gravyanecdote.com/uncategorized/mythbusters-should-you-start-your-axes-at-zero/
https://gravyanecdote.com/uncategorized/mythbusters-should-you-start-your-axes-at-zero/


Ethics - best practices
Accurate axis dimensions

The image on the left is a line graph of the 100 meter world record from 1910 to 2010, 
where the axis starts at zero. This visualization is bad for at least 4 reasons:

1. It doesn’t really expose the change of the record over time.
2. It especially doesn’t highlight the impact Usain Bolt had on the record.
3. It doesn’t make great use of the space – there’s lots of dead space.
4. It’s boring.

Sometimes, when you break the rules, a visualization may actually become more 
engaging, clear, and a better use of space. For example, in the image on the right, 
Usain Bolt’s 2010 world record is clear and impactful, and the graph makes a great 
use of space. There’s one final reason not to include zero in this case. The fastest 
time a human being can run 100m is most certainly not zero seconds. 

Source: 
https://gravyanecdote.com/uncategorized/mythbusters-should-you-start-your-axes-at-
zero/ 

https://gravyanecdote.com/uncategorized/mythbusters-should-you-start-your-axes-at-zero/
https://gravyanecdote.com/uncategorized/mythbusters-should-you-start-your-axes-at-zero/


Ethics - best practices

Improper extraction, omitting data, or including only a certain chunk of data

The third best practice is to not omit data or present a portion of the data that can 
mislead the audience. In this example, we’re presented with “proof” that global 
warming is real, but the example only shows temperatures in one location, from 
January to July. Savvy users who recognize how this graph misleads them may 
conclude that you and the data cannot be trusted, which is an unfortunate 
consequence.

Source: A Reader on Data Visualization
Image: https://www.statisticshowto.com/misleading-graphs/

https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/
https://www.statisticshowto.com/misleading-graphs/


Accessibility

“Often, when we are creating charts and graphs, we think of 
ourselves as the ideal user. This is not only a problem 
because we know more about the data than the target user, 
but because other users might have a different set of 
constraints than we do.” 

- Amy Cesal, former data visualization specialist for the 
federal government, guest writing for storytellingwithdata blog

Let’s move on to discussing accessibility. Ethics and accessibility go hand in hand - 
visualizations, ethically, should be accessible to as many audiences as possible.

Earlier we talked about keeping your audience in mind, and Amy Cesal points out that 
we often think of ourselves as the ideal user. She notes this is problematic due to our 
own intimate knowledge of the data, coupled with the fact that other users may have 
constraints that we do not.

Source: 
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-
viz

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz


Accessibility - add Alt text

Alternative text (referred to as Alt text) is displayed when the image cannot be. Good 
alt text includes: one sentence of what the chart is, including the chart type, for users 
with limited vision who may only see part of it. It should also include a link to a CSV or 
other machine-readable data format so people with impaired vision can tab through 
the chart data with a screen reader.

Keep Alt text as short and descriptive as possible. There is no need to write “image of” 
- that is already included by the programs that apply Alt text.

Source: 
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-
viz

Image: 
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/everything-you-need-to-know-to-write-effect
ive-alt-text-df98f884-ca3d-456c-807b-1a1fa82f5dc2

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/everything-you-need-to-know-to-write-effective-alt-text-df98f884-ca3d-456c-807b-1a1fa82f5dc2
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/everything-you-need-to-know-to-write-effective-alt-text-df98f884-ca3d-456c-807b-1a1fa82f5dc2


Accessibility - add Alt text

W3C Alt text decision tree Microsoft tutorial for writing alt text

And while you can Google just about anything, these are 2 great resources for alt text. 
The W3C's Alt Text Decision Tree will help you decide when and how to write 
alternative text. And this 2-minute video from Microsoft will show you the best 
practices for writing great alternative text in Microsoft Word, but the same principles 
apply in other tools as well.

https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/images/decision-tree/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/video-improve-accessibility-with-alt-text-9c57ee44-bb48-40e3-aad4-7647fc1dba51?ui=en-us&rs=en-us&ad=us
https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/images/decision-tree/
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/video-improve-accessibility-with-alt-text-9c57ee44-bb48-40e3-aad4-7647fc1dba51


Accessibility - employ a takeaway title

Research suggests that users read the title of a graph first. When the graph title 
includes the point, people know what to look for in the data. This graph’s original title 
was “California bachelor degree graduation rate by race.” Instead, a better title would 
be “Graduation rate: increasing over time, but gap persists.” The takeaway - the main 
point - is stated right at the top, so users know to start scanning the data for the gap in 
graduation rates. What other visual cues help the user quickly navigate this graph? 
(Put your thoughts into the chat.)

Source: 
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-
viz

Image: 
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/2/8/swdchallenge-education-color-and-
words 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7192646/
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/2/8/swdchallenge-education-color-and-words
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/2/8/swdchallenge-education-color-and-words


Accessibility - label data directly

One way to reduce the cognitive burden on users is to directly label your data rather 
than using legends. This is especially useful for colorblind or visually impaired users 
who may have difficulty matching colors within the plot to those in the legend. It also 
decreases the work of scanning back and forth trying to match the legend with the 
data.

Source & Image: 
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-
viz

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz


Accessibility - check type and color contrast

Color blindness affects approximately 1/12 men (8%) and 1/200 women in the world 
(0.05%). Red/green color blindness is the most common. Additionally, there are many 
other types of visual impairments that can affect how a user “sees” your 
visualizations. There are a number of tools to help you abide by color, contrast, and 
size standards found in the resources at the end of this slide deck.

Tools to help get you started:
 Check the contrast of two colors
 Evaluate contrast of an entire color palette
 Create a contrast accessible palette
 Color blindness simulator for images 

On this slide we see a color contrast simulator where there is sample text over a blue 
background, and also the reverse. The blues are two different shades. One of them 
passes the contrast test, and one does not. 

Source & Image: 
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-
viz

http://contrast-ratio.com/
https://accessibility.oit.ncsu.edu/tools/color-contrast/index.php
http://colorsafe.co/
http://www.color-blindness.com/coblis-color-blindness-simulator/
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz


Accessibility - check type and color contrast

Let’s do our own contrast test without a simulator. In the chat, share with us which “hi” 
is easiest for you to read.

What else could we do to these buttons to make them even more accessible? Put 
your thoughts in the chat.

Images: copy/pasted from a UMN accessibility training



Accessibility - check type and color contrast

To that last point, color alone cannot make visualizations accessible - you must also 
consider the contrast in characteristics like shape, font, sizing, and other 
distinguishing factors. This chart, while simple, may be difficult for some to read.

Images: copy/pasted from a UMN accessibility training



Accessibility - check type and color contrast

But if we change a few characteristics, it is more accessible to a broader audience. 
Karen’s line is still blue, but now it is a dashed line with stars for data points. Becca’s 
line is still red, but it’s solid with circles for data points.

Images: copy/pasted from a UMN accessibility training



Accessibility - use blank space

The last accessibility tool I’ll cover is the use of blank space. When information is too 
densely packed, the graphic can feel overwhelming and unreadable. It can be helpful 
to leave a gap between sections of a chart. Use of blank space increases legibility by 
helping to distinguish between different sections without relying solely on color. 
Additionally, notice that any additional lines and axes that would have been generated 
by a program like Excel have been removed. This creates even more blank spaces 
and helps to generate focus to the data in the graph.

Some of what we’ve covered regarding accessibility is repetitive of what we’ve 
already discussed today (e.g., define and employ one clear takeaway message, be 
smart about color choices, use blank space), reiterating that good design makes 
visualizations easier for EVERYONE to ingest and comprehend.

Everything I’ve covered is generally considered good practice; however, some data 
visualization best practices do not align with accessibility needs. One example is the 
use of blank space. White space and minimalist design are not great for screen 
readers. The best you can do is to consider your audience and anticipate their needs 
as best you can.

Source & Image: 
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-
viz

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2018/6/26/accessible-data-viz-is-better-data-viz


Putting it All 
Together

Let’s put everything we’ve learned together. We’ll do this by working backwards - what 
I mean by that is we’ll start with a terrible chart, and make it better.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/

https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


It took us 15 slides to get here, reinforcing that data visualization is an iterative 
process - requiring a great deal of trial and error!

Source: http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/blog/2017/3/29/declutter-this-graph


Activity #2 - Re-sketch your 
visualization
Create a storyboard for your takeaway
● What components will help your audience 

understand the situation and convince them to act?
● What is the best order of content?
● Where will you incorporate data? Will you lead with 

the action needed, or lead up to it?

Let’s go back to the sketches and storyboards you created at the start of the 
workshop. Take 1 minute to rework them based on what you’ve learned today. 

[time 1 minute]

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/

https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/


Activity #3 - Compare & share
Take a photo with your phone of the before sketch

Take a photo of the after sketch    

Add the before and after photos to z.umn.edu/sketchit

Share your thoughts about changes / lessons learned
● In the Google doc below your photos OR
● Raise your hand to unmute and talk to us

Google doc: z.umn.edu/sketchit

If you don’t have access to Google docs, you can email your before and after photos 
to Deb, and she will share them with us. Feel free to remain anonymous when you 
add your images to the doc.

You’ll need several minutes to do this. We’ll review a few together once we have 
some submissions.

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/

https://z.umn.edu/sketchit
https://z.umn.edu/sketchit
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/


Resources

Image: 
https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/

https://www.intercom.com/blog/design-leadership-should-be-a-subversive-activity/


Design books used for this presentation
Academic slide design : Visual communication for teaching and learning 
Fandrey, A. (2017). Academic slide design: Visual communication for teaching and 
learning. Minneapolis, MN: Scale & Fine. Library copy: 
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1q7ssba/UMN_ALMA21684047320001701

Better presentations: A guide for scholars, researchers, and wonks
Schwabish, J. (2017). Better presentations: A guide for scholars, researchers, and 
wonks. New York, NY: Columbia University Press. Library copy: 
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/11uk8fo/UMN_ALMA51793665620001701 

Storytelling with data : A data visualization guide for business professionals
Knaflic, C., & Wiley InterScience. (2015). Storytelling with data: A data visualization 
guide for business professionals. Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley. Library copy: 
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1q7ssba/UMN_ALMA51676366850001701

https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1q7ssba/UMN_ALMA21684047320001701
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/11uk8fo/UMN_ALMA51793665620001701
https://primo.lib.umn.edu/permalink/f/1q7ssba/UMN_ALMA51676366850001701


Design tutorials & websites used for this presentation

Data Visualization: Storytelling 
Shander, B. (2016, August 31). Data Visualization: Storytelling. Accessed via 
LinkedIn Learning UMN Subscription: https://lnkd.in/e2gGg4E 

A Reader on Data Visualization
This is a collaborative writing project as part of the course MSIS 2629 “Data 
Visualization” at Santa Clara University. (2019). Accessed July 13, 2020 at 
https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/

Storytelling with Data
Knaflic, C. (2020). Storytelling with Data. Accessed July 13, 2020 at 
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/

https://lnkd.in/e2gGg4E
http://www.scu.edu/
https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/
http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/


Additional resources on storytelling

Duarte DataStory Toolkit

Datassist

Visualizing Insights: Telling a Story with a Chart

Storyboard That

3 Steps to Turn a Graph into a Story

https://www.duarte.com/datastory/#tools
https://idatassist.com/
https://www.commpro.biz/visualizing-insights-telling-a-story-with-a-chart/?print=print
https://www.storyboardthat.com/articles/e/plot-diagram
http://speakingppt.com/3-steps-to-turn-a-graph-into-a-story/


Additional resources on color

Canva Color

Colours in Cultures

Color Oracle

ColorBrewer

Color in Map Design

RGB to Hex Color Converter

Check the contrast of two colors

Evaluate contrast of an entire 
color palette

Create a contrast accessible 
palette

Color blindness simulator for 
images 

https://www.canva.com/colors/color-wheel/
https://informationisbeautiful.net/visualizations/colours-in-cultures/
https://colororacle.org/index.html
https://colorbrewer2.org/
https://carto.com/help/tutorials/color-in-map-design-part-1/
https://www.rgbtohex.net/
http://contrast-ratio.com/
https://accessibility.oit.ncsu.edu/tools/color-contrast/index.php
https://accessibility.oit.ncsu.edu/tools/color-contrast/index.php
http://colorsafe.co/
http://colorsafe.co/
http://www.color-blindness.com/coblis-color-blindness-simulator/
http://www.color-blindness.com/coblis-color-blindness-simulator/


Additional resources on ethics

A Reader on Data Visualization

Misleading axes on graphs

Mythbusters: Should you start your axes at zero?

Spurious Correlations

Alberto Cairo

https://mschermann.github.io/data_viz_reader/
https://www.callingbullshit.org/tools/tools_misleading_axes.html
https://gravyanecdote.com/uncategorized/mythbusters-should-you-start-your-axes-at-zero/
https://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
http://www.thefunctionalart.com/


Additional resources on anti-racism

How not to visualize like a racist

(Un)Privileging the Map

Where Is the Rush to Visualize the Public Health Crisis of Racism?

The Data Visualizations of W.E.B. Du Bois

Applying Racial Equity Awareness in Data Visualization

https://idatassist.com/how-not-to-visualize-like-a-racist/
https://mappinginjustice.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2019/11/S6.3-Koli_UnprivilegingTheMap_MIJ2019.pdf
https://medium.com/nightingale/data-visualization-racism-a4521a1864d1
https://www.jasonforrestftw.com/projects/2019/1/28/the-data-visualizations-of-web-du-bois
https://urban-institute.medium.com/applying-racial-equity-awareness-in-data-visualization-bd359bf7a7ff


Additional resources on accessibility
W3C’s Alt Text Decision Tree 

Microsoft Accessibility Video Trainings

Microsoft Accessibility checker for Microsoft products

Google: Make your document or presentation more accessible 

Adobe Accessibility Checker for Acrobat Pro products

WAVE for web pages

Functional Accessibility Evaluator

WebAIM’s Contrast Checker

https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/images/decision-tree/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/accessibility-video-training-71572a1d-5656-4e01-8fce-53e35c3caaf4
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Improve-accessibility-with-the-Accessibility-Checker-a16f6de0-2f39-4a2b-8bd8-5ad801426c7f
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/6199477?hl=en
https://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/using/create-verify-pdf-accessibility.html
https://wave.webaim.org/
https://accessibility.umn.edu/audit-website-accessibility/functional-accessibility-evaluator
http://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/


Additional resources

Data Visualization Checklist by Stephanie Evergreen & Ann K. Emery

The Data Visualisation Catalogue

Five Second Tests

Learn how the brain works for kick-ass visualisations! (this article is about 
preattentive attributes)

UMN Libraries’ Data Visualization Services Toolkit for Libraries

http://stephanieevergreen.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/DataVizChecklist_May2014.pdf
https://datavizcatalogue.com/
https://fivesecondtest.com/
https://datascience.aero/brain-data-visualization/
http://libguides.umn.edu/datavisservicestoolkit


Thank you

Shanda Hunt, MPH

Public Health Librarian & Data Curation Specialist

UMN Health Sciences Library

hunt0081@umn.edu

Slides: z.umn.edu/MLAdataviz

mailto:hunt0081@umn.edu
https://z.umn.edu/MLAdataviz


https://medium.economist.com/mistakes-weve-drawn-a-few-8cdd8a42d368

Possibly The Economist examples instead - especially for APHA presentation

https://medium.economist.com/mistakes-weve-drawn-a-few-8cdd8a42d368

